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No component defined
When opening a patient from the inbox, M25.2 received notifications are not marked as read.
[ RENO-10259 ]

Fixed a problem when using LesVarerIBruk with older versions of the EPJ API. The
ReseptDokLegemiddel and ReseptDokHandelsvare elements were returned in version 2.5. Now, they
converted to version 2.4
[ RENO-10262 ]

When upgrading FM to version 3.5, all existing patient consents for querying RF are now retained with
unknown registration date. Previously, the date was set to the day when the upgrade was made.
Also, consent texts shown in the patient banner and in the consent registration popup have been
fixed to reflect that the registration date may not be known and there may be no expire date.
In the consent registration popup window, the header text for RF consent registration now says
"Samtykke til RF oppslag" when not in a hospital installation. It will still say "Samtykke i et
behandlingsforløb" in hospitals.
[ RENO-10264 ]

Fixed display of patient's consent for receiving M8 messages. This consent expires when the patient
turns 18 years old if it has been registered before that time. In this case, the expired consent was
incorrectly shown as valid in the main window.
[ RENO-10265 ]

Fixed a timeout problem in schema version update 1410.
Also, created a command line utility for running this update at OAB office.
[ RENO-10267 ]

XML invalid calls from supported namespaces are replied by FM using the call's namespace. Calls with
unsupported namespace are replied with FM's oldest supported namespace.
[ RENO-10268 ]

Fixed handling of Dssn text when processing M8 messages. This would show as empty in some cases,
e.g. the VIB printout
[ RENO-10271 ]

